
Hi.

We really don't want this to look arrogant or ungrateful, but we get dozens of music
emails (plus some CDs) every week, and being a small team, we have to streamline 
how we deal with them.

Please send links to new music to this email address only: studio@2xsradio.com
Please don’t   attach   any music files to your email as that will make it will bounce back. 
Instead, please make sure you include:

- a link for us to audition the song(s),
- a separate link if necessary to a high quality download file (320k MP3, or wav),
- a short biography,
- a s  quare jpg image   (min 600 x 600 px).

Please make sure you include that audition link as we can't download any unheard 
files.

We no longer accept hard copies of CDs by post.

Please also read our ‘2XS Radio Conditions for Music Submissions’ that follows, as by 
sending any music or other materials to us, you are expressly agreeing to the included
Terms (none of which has any effect on your ownership of your works).

And to make sure you remain on our Playlist as long as possible, don't forget to:

- subscribe to our mailing list to get the playlist mailed to you,
- follow us on X/Twitter and/or Facebook.

Thank you.
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2XS Radio Conditions for Music Submissions

Because of punitive UK royalty rates, all music sent to us is assumed to be "Free from 
Worldwide Copyright for airplay", as per the following Conditions. We do continue to 
pay royalties to UK Agencies PRS, MCPS and PPL for any music not covered by this 
Agreement, but we limit the amount that we play.

Our success and longevity is largely due to our enthusiasm for promoting New Music: 
all the music we play is unsolicited and we greatly appreciate the supply of material 
from record companies, plugging & promotion agents, artist management, publishers,
and artists. Uniquely, we guarantee to audition everything we are sent.

However, all submissions are accepted subject to the following agreement, no part of
which affects your/their copyright ownership in any way:

“By sending music to us for airplay consideration, the owner(s) of the recording(s), the recorded 
material(s), the original work(s), and any publisher(s) of such material(s), agree that all such material(s) 
are sent to us on the express condition that they may be broadcast by us in any or all territories 
worldwide without any financial payment by us to the artist(s), publisher(s), management, 
representative copyright or performing rights bodies, or any other third party."

In return, we undertake not to distribute any works sent to us in any way other than
via our live broadcasts. )The only exception to this are works which are sometimes
available via our On-Demand Radio Player. In this case, they will be either very short
extracts, low audio quality, or 'spoiled' by the use of overlayed Station IDs, etc.)

Any music which is sent to us on the express condition that it must be available for
later return is subject to a storage charge of £8 per week plus mailing costs, payable
before return if and when such a return is subsequently demanded.

By sending any music or other materials to us, you are expressly agreeing to these
terms, which have been in place since the start of 2XS Rocks! (formerly radio2XS) in
2002, and its predecessors, the independent radio production companies 'The Radio
Corporation', 'XS' and '2XS' since 1995.
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